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The cometabolism of 1,1,1- tiichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA) by indigenous and bioaugmented

butane and propane-utilizers was evaluated in batch-fed groundwater microcosms from

the Moffett Field test site. Indigenous and bioaugmented butane and propane-utilizers

were stimulated through the gaseous addition of butane and propane. Butane and

propane-utilizing enrichments used for bioaugmentation, with the ability to transform

1,1,1-TCA, were obtained from the Hanford DOE site. The enrichments were grown on

a minimal mineral salt nutrient medium with gaseous cometabolic substrates (butane or

propane) prior to inoculation. The bioaugmented butane-utilizers had the initial shortest

lag time and the highest transformation yield (mg 1,1,1-TCA/mg butane). After

prolonged incubation and treatments, the transformation yield decreased. Indigenous and

bioaugmented propane-utilizers showed low transformation yields initially. Their

abilities to transform 1,1,1-TCA improved with time. The final results showed the

highest transformation yield obtained with propane-utilizers (0.07 mg 1,1,1-TCA/mg

propane). Propane-utilizers also appeared to be more stable with prolonged stimulation

than butane-utilizers. The results indicated that propane-utilizers were better candidates
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for 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism under Moffett Field groundwater conditions. The DNA

fingerprints showed that after repeated stimulation and prolonged treatments, similar

strains were present in both augmented butane and propane-utilizing microcosms.

Since both the indigenous butane and propane-utilizers had very long lag times

before stimulation, bioaugmentation would likely be required to assure success in the

field. Subsequent bioaugmentation studies with butane and propane-utilizers showed

difficulty in growing the inoculated strains in groundwater. Nutrient addition was studied

in order to enhance the performance of inoculated strains. Three sets of augmented

microcosms were set up with varying ratios of mineral salt medium and groundwater.

The same results were obtained with both butane and propane-utilizers. The microcosms

that had the highest ratio of mineral salt medium (50%), most effectively consumed

butane and transformed 1,1,1-TCA, followed by 5% medium and groundwater and

groundwater lacking nutrient amendments. The rates of butane degradation in

microcosms that were exposed to 1,1,1-TCA were similar to ones lacking 1,1,1-TCA.

1,1,1-TCA, therefore, did not affect the efficiency of the enrichments at the concentration

tested. 1,1,1-TCA transformation stopped when butane consumption was slow in nutrient

limited microcosms. However, when the strains that had stopped transforming 1,1,1-

TCA were transferred into nutrient rich conditions, their abilities to transform 1,1,1-TCA

resumed. The DNA fingerprints confirmed that the presence of 1,1,1-TCA did not effect

the microbial population as much as the nutrient conditions. Accordingly, when

inoculating laboratory grown enrichments into the field, mineral salt supplements

addition should be considered. However, using strains that were capable of transforming

1,1,1-TCA under nutrient limited conditions would be a better choice.



Several butane and propane-utilizing enrichments were able to transform 1,1,1-

TCA effectively under groundwater nutrient limited conditions. We were able to enrich

these strains in growth reactors for 30 days to increase the cell mass and then inoculate

these strains into soil microcosms. The results showed that these strains were able to

transform 1,1,1-TCA in groundwater without nutrient addition. These strains,

specifically propane-utilizers, are recommended inocula for bioaugmentation at the

Moffett Field test site.
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Comparison of Indigenous and Bioaugmented Butane and
Propane-Utilizers for Transforming 1,1,1-trichloroethane in

Moffett Field Microcosms

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Volatile chlorinated compounds are common groundwater contaminants in the

United States. Most of these compounds are a health threat and difficult to remove from

the environment. Therefore, cleaning up these contaminants has become a significant

issue. 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA) is one of the volatile chlorinated compounds

found most frequently in groundwater. 1,1,1-TCA is a non-flammable solvent that can be

used to make aerosol sprays less flammable. 1,1,1-TCA was also used in various

industries and households as a cleaning agent, degreasing agent, and solvents. In 1990

more than 200 sites in the United States were reported to be contaminated with 1,1,1-

TCA. 1,1,1-TCA can be removed from groundwater by physical-chemical processes

such as adsorption and thermal regeneration, but these processes only remove 1,1,1-TCA

from groundwater into another media without complete destruction. Mineralizing of

1,1,1-TCA into harmless substances by biological processes seems to be more practical

and cost effective.

The Moffett Field site, formally known as Moffett Naval Air Station (Mountain

View, CA), was contaminated with various chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs)

including 1,1,1-TCA. In December of 1988 the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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started a plan to clean up contaminated soil and ground water at Moffett Field. Since

then, there have been several studies on transforming CAHs at the site by aerobic

cometabolism. Indigenous microbes grown on phenol or toluene were effective in

transforming cis-DCE and TCE (Hopkins et al. 1993; Semprini et al. 1993; Hopkins and

McCarty 1995). Methane-utilizers showed some ability to degrade TCE and cis-DCE

and good ability to degrade trans-DCE and vinyl chloride (Roberts et al. 1990; Semprini

et al. 1990; Semprini and McCarty 1992). However, effective cometabolism of 1,1,1-

trichloroethane was not achieved in any of these field studies. Several studies on

methane-utilizers enriched from various sources other than Moffett field showed that

methane-utilizers were capable of degrading 1,1,1-TCA (Broholm et al. 1990; Strand et

al. 1990; Chang and Alvarez-Cohen 1996). Methane-utilizers stimulated from Moffet

Field may have lacked this ability because of the different type of oxygenase enzymes

methane-utilizers possess. Moffett Field conditions likely stimulated particulate methane

monooxygenase enzyme (pMMO) instead of soluble methane monooxygenase enzyme

(sMMO), which can degrade a broader range of chlorinated solvents (Semprini 1997).

Therefore, more work needs to be done in order to find other cometabolic substrates that

can stimulate microbial populations under Moffett Field conditions to cometabolize

1,1,1-TCA.

1,1,1-TCA was considered to have fair ability to be aerobically cometabolized,

although extensive studies have not been conducted. Kim (1996) and Kim et al. (1997)

was successful in stimulating butane and propane-utilizers from Hanford DOE Site

(Washington), which showed high ability to transform 1,1,1-TCA. Tovanabootr (1997)

also found propane-utilizers originating from the subsurface of the McClellan Air Force
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Base that have 1,1,1-TCA transformation capacity. Therefore, butane and propane were

selected as growth substrates for 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism in Moffett Field microcosms.

Occasionally, indigenous microbes can not be stimulated or can be stimulated but

failed to degrade target contaminants due to the lack of suitable strains or insufficient

population. In order to activate the degradation process, bioaugmentation might be

performed. Bioaugmentation is a process by which a strain proven to degrade a target

contaminant effectively is added into the subsurface. Bioaugmentation can also help

decrease long lag times required to stimulate indigenous microorganism.

Microcosm Studies

A batch microcosm method was used for stimulating butane and propane-utilizing

microorganisms from Moffett Field's subsurface solids and groundwater. The

microcosm method, was defined as "an attempt to bring an intact, minimally disturbed

piece of an ecosystem into the laboratory for the study in its natural state" (Pritchard and

Bourquin, 1984). They were used in this study as an easy and effective way to acquire a

microbial response from biostimulation on butane and propane and to study

bioaugmentation of selected strains. Previous studies showed that preferred microbial

activities could be stimulated by simply adding specific growth substrates and providing

sufficient oxygen to the system. Microcosms are a widely used laboratory screening

method to mimic subsurface stimulating conditions. It allows for the testing of various

cometabolic substrates and nutrients. Microcosms can be operated in batch-fed or

continuous-fed modes, depending on how they are set up. Batch-fed microcosms were
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selected for this work due to their ease of operation. Long term responses, for example,

could be studied through the successive addition of substrates and target contaminants to

the microcosms.

In the batch microcosms studies performed here, butane or propane was fed as a

primary substrate and 1,1,1-TCA as a non-beneficial substrate. The preliminary results

showed very long lag times were required to stimulate indigenous propane and butane-

utilizers. Therefore bioaugmentation was considered. The butane and propane-utilizers,

stimulated from Hanford DOE site and grown in mineral media, were used in these

bioaugmentation studies.

Polymerase Chain Reaction

The microbial mixed populations in microcosm studies were analyzed by

polymerase chain reaction (PCR), followed by separation of DNA fragments by

electrophoresis in agrose gel. PCR is an in vitro amplification of specific DNA

sequences by the simultaneous primer extension of complementary strands of DNA

(Taylor 1991). PCR can multiply DNA molecules for cloning, sequencing or

mutagenesis purpose. PCR can detect DNA sequences present in small amounts in

samples with DNA from mixed populations (Atlas and Steffan 1988). PCR method can

be used effectively with environmental samples. However, extraction and purification are

very important step to separate pure DNA from humic materials and other organics

materials in the samples.
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Nutrients Effects

One of the concerns in bioaugmentation is the subsurface nutrient requirements.

Since the microorganisms used as inocula were grown in mineral salt media environment,

it was hypothesised that these strains may favor media conditions for growth. A study

was, therefore, performed to evaluate the nutrient effects on bioaugmentation.

This study focuses on determining the appropriate cometabolic growth substrate

for transforming 1,1,1-TCA under Moffett Field groundwater conditions.

The specific objectives of this study were:

1. to determine through biostimulation whether indigenous butane and propane-

utilizers were present in Moffett Field subsurface.

2. to compare 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism by indigenous and bioaugmented butane-

utilizers and propane-utilizers in Moffett Field groundwater microcosms.

3. to determine the possibility of bioaugmenting Moffett soil microcosms with

effective butane and propane-utilizing enrichments.

4. to determine the effect and neccessity of nutrient addition as a method to enhance

the efficiency of bioaugmentaion.

5. to evaluate microbial populations that were stimulated using PCR methods.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

Why is 1,1,1-TCA a Concern?

1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA) is a volatile organic compound and a common

groundwater contaminant in the United States. 1,1,1-TCA is used as a degreasing agent,

dry cleaning agent and solvent in various industries. It also can be found in household

products such as spot cleaner, glues and aerosol sprays. In 1987 about 700 million

pounds of 1,1,1-TCA were produced. 1,1,1-TCA was listed as a volatile organic

contaminant under the Safe Drinking Act amendments of the United States (Federal

Register, 1989). In 1990, the Environmental Protection Agency had identified more than

200 sites on National Priorities list, which were contaminated with 1,1,1-TCA (ATSDR

1990). The widely spread contamination of 1,1,1-TCA is a health threat due to its

toxicity. Groundwater contaminated with 1,1,1-TCA was mostly a result of leaking

storage tanks, landfill leachates and improper disposal. The contamination of

groundwater is of great concern, since it is an important source of water supply for

domestic, agricultural and industrial use in the United States. In some states as high as

90% of water supply comes from groundwater (Bedient et al. 1994).

EPA regulates 1,1,1-TCA level to be 0.2 ppm (mg/L) in drinking water and 18 ppm

(mg/L) in rivers and streams. 1,1,1-TCA is relatively recalcitrant to degradation in

nature. Therefore, it is necessary to fmd a cost effective removal method.
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Physical Properties of 1,1,1-TCA

Liquid 1,1,1-TCA is colorless. It has high vapor pressure (13.2 kPa at 20°C)

therefore it evaporates quickly and has a sweet and sharp odor. With a solubility limit

730 g/m3 at 20°C, 1,1,1-TCA is considered relatively soluble. Henry's coefficient of

1,1,1-TCA is 3.06 kPa m3/mol. 1,1,1-TCA has a molecular weight of 133.4. The melting

point and boiling points are -30.4 °C and 74.1 °C, respectively (Mackay and Shiu 1982).

TCA Transformation Pathways

In nature, 1,1,1-TCA can be abiotically transformed as shown in various studies

(Vogel et al. 1987; Wing 1997). 1,1,1-TCA can undergo hydrolysis, which results in

acetic acid (HOAc), and an elimination reaction, which forms 1,1-dichloroethylene (1,1-

DCE). Both processes can occur simultaneously.

CH3-CC13

(1,1,1-TCA)

2}120

CH2=CC12 (1,1-DCE)

CH3COOH + 3H + 3CF

Figure 1 Abiotic transformation pathways of 1,1,1-TCA

1,1,1-TCA transformation rates increase with temperature. The pseudo-first-order rate of

1,1,1-TCA disappearance was reported to be 0.5 to 1.1 years at 25°C and 2 to 3 years at
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15°C (Wing 1997). Acetic acid production is 5 times faster than 1,1-DCE production at

40°C (Vogel et al. 1987). Acetic acid and 1,1-DCE can be transformed under

methanogenic conditions.

1,1-DCE Vinyl Chloride 4 CO2

Acetic Acid 4 CO2.

1,1,1-TCA can be transformed under anaerobic conditions. Reductive

dehalogenation by methanogenic culture converts 1,1,1-TCA to 1,1-dichloroethane (1,1-

DCA) by replacing a chloride atom with a hydrogen atom. 1,1-DCA then can undergo

further dehalogenation by the same microbes to form chloroethane (CA) (Bouwer and

McCarty 1983; Vogel and McCarty 1987; Vogel and McCarty 1987; Galli and McCarty

1989; Gerkens and Franklin 1989; Klecka et al. 1990; Doong and Wu 1996; Wing 1997).

High concentrations of TCA appeared to inhibit the growth of organisms, which was

indicated by decrease of cell yield (Galli and McCarty 1989; Doong and Wu 1996). The

most common substrates used to drive the anaerobic transformations were acetic acid and

methanol. 1,1,1-TCA removal increased with substrate addition (Doong and Wu 1996).

1,1-DCA, its anaerobic transformation product, is more recalcitrant.

1,1,1-TCA 1, 1 ,1 -DCA ^ CA
H++ 2e- a H++ 2e. Cr

Figure 2 Anaerobic transformation pathway of 1,1,1-TCA

Ethanol CO2
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1,1,1-TCA and other CAHs can be aerobically degraded by cometabolism.

Cometabolism is considered a metabolism of a xenobiotic compound which does not

benefit in growth of the microorganisms (Dalton and Stirling 1982). Wackett (1996)

considered co-metabolism of xenobiotic compound to be a function of broad enzyme

specificity, imprecise induction specificity, and an evolutionary process that we innately

expect to yield biological perfection when that is neither necessary nor, in some cases,

thermodynamically feasible. Most CAHs can not support microbial growth, therefore, a

growth substrate is needed as an energy source.

1,1,1-TCA and other CAHs can be transformed by oxygenase enzymes. There are

several types of oxygenase enzymes. Some are non-specific enough to degrade a broad

range of CAHs. Only certain microbial populations can produce nonspecific oxygenase

enzymes that use oxygen as the electron acceptor and NADH as the reducing energy

source to oxidize both growth substrates and non-beneficial substrates. Oxygenase

enzymes can transform 1,1,1-TCA by inserting an oxygen atom to form 2,2,2-

trichloroethanol.

oxygenase
1,1,1-TCA f CC13CH2OH ?

2H+ + 02 H2O

Figure 3 Aerobic transformation pathway of 1,1,1-TCA

3Cf+ other products

(McCarty 1993)
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Since both substrates (beneficial and non-beneficial) have to compete for the same

enzyme, the presence of non-beneficial substrate can obstruct the transformation of

growth substrates (competitive inhibition) and vice versa. The growth substrates that have

been studied extensively can be categorized into two groups; gaseous substrates

(methane, propane and butane) and aromatic substrates (phenol and toluene) (Semprini

1997). Microorganism populations grown on different substrates can have different

abilities to cometabolize CAHs, due to the different oxygenase enzymes produced. Some

growth substrates such as phenol and non-beneficial substrates such as TCE can be toxic

to cultures at high concentration (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen 1995). Transformation

products of some chlorinated solvents can also cause inactivation of microbes (Broholm

et al. 1990; Alvarez-Cohen and McCarty 1991; Henry and Grbic-Galic 1991; Oldenhuis

et al. 1991). Therefore, it is not easy to identify a specific substrate for use as an energy

source in cometabolizing CAHs. From the previous works, methane, propane and butane

appeared to be a potential growth substrates for aerobic cometabolism of 1,1,1-TCA

(Semprini 1997).

Cometabolism of 1,1,1-TCA by Methane-Utilizers

Methane-oxidizing bacteria displayed an ability to cometabolize 1,1,1-TCA

(Broholm et al. 1990; Strand et al. 1990). These bacteria express methane

monooxygenase (MMO), which inserts an oxygen atom into a methane molecule and

initiates the production of methanol. MMO is also responsible for transforming solvents

in a similar manner. An oxygen atom is inserted into the 1,1,1-TCA molecule creating an
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OH group, producing 2,2,2-trichloroethanol (CC13CH2OH). Since MMO is responsible

for transforming both growth substrates, substrate competitive inhibition occurs. Results

from studies apparently confirm the existence of competitive inhibition (Broholm et al.

1990; Strand et al. 1990).

Strand et al.(1990) showed that methane degradation followed Michaelis-Menten

kinetics while TCA transformation followed first order kinetics with rate constants of

8.8x10' L/mg VSS.h, for concentrations less than 3000 lig/L. 1,1,1-TCA transformation

was inhibited by methane at concentrations over 0.25 mg/L. However, after methane was

depleted, 1,1,1-TCA transformation was carried on for 65 hrs. Broholm et al.(1990)

reported a decrease in methane consumption rate with an increase of 1,1,1-TCA

concentrations. TCA degradation rate decreased with the increase of methane

concentration.

There are two types of MMO, particulate MMO (pMMO) and soluble MMO

(sMMO). Soluble MMO has a broader substrate range than particulate MMO (Janssen et

al. 1991). Soluble MMO is produced in copper limited conditions, while particulate

MMO can be produced in the presence of copper (Oldenhuis et al. 1989; Graham et al.

1993; McCarty 1993; Semprini 1997). Soluble MMO showed an ability to transform

1,1,1-TCA (Janssen et al. 1991), while pMMO did not.

There were several studies on methane-utilizers' ability to cometabolize CAHs at

Moffett Field, but none showed satisfactory 1,1,1-TCA transformation (Roberts et al.

1990; Semprini and McCarty 1991; Semprini and McCarty 1992; Semprini et al. 1993;

Hopkins and McCarty 1995). This result may suggest that Moffett Field conditions
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stimulated pMMO instead of sMMO. Since copper is one of the common minerals found

in the subsurface, its presence tends to obstruct sMMO stimulation. Accordingly,

pMMO is more likely to be stimulated in subsurface. Therefore, we need to find other

substrates that can cometabolize 1,1,1-TCA under Moffet Field conditions.

Cometabolism of 1,1,1-TCA by Butane-Utilizers

Kim et al. (1997) reported microorganisms grown on butane from the Hanford

DOE site had abilities to degrade a broad range of CAHs including 1,1,1-TCA, 1,1-DCE

and its abiotic transformation products. Soil microcosm studies showed that 1,1,1-TCA

concentrations as high as 24001.tg/L in aqueous solution can be transformed completely.

They observed about 70% dechlorination of 1,1,1-TCA that was transformed. Although

1,1,1-TCA transformation was slower than 1,1-DCE and other chlorinated ethanes, it is

still considered to have a fair transformation potential. Resting cell experiments showed

that 1,1,1-TCA did not cause significant cell inactivation after the cell was exposed to

1,1,1-TCA.

The information on butane-utilizers is limited. Although there were reports of

various strains of bacteria and molds grown on butane (Davis 1964; McLee et al. 1972;

Phillips and Perry 1974; Van-Ginkel et al. 1987), no study on their abilities to

cometabolize CAHs was performed in these studies.

The butane-utilizers isolated could grow on other substrates such as propane,

ethane, iso-butane, pentane and hexane, but not on methane (McLee et al. 1972; Van-

Ginkel et al. 1987). McLee (1972) compared the readiness for growth among n-butane,



n-butanol, which is the first metabolite of n-butane oxidation, and glucose, which is a

more highly oxidized substrate. Isolates grown on n-butane showed slower growth than

those grown on n-butanol and glucose. The similarity of growth rate on n-butanol and

glucose indicated that the degree of reduction did not affect the utilization of the growth

substrate. Further studies concluded that oxygen partial pressure or butane partial

pressure did not affect butane degradation rate. Nocardia TB1, which could grow in

butane and several straight-chain hydrocarbons, but not on 1-alkenes was likely to

contain an alkane-type monooxygenase with broad substrate specificity (Van-Ginkel et

al. 1987). This non-specific enzyme was responsible for butane oxidation and might be

responsible for 1,1,1-TCA oxidation mentioned earlier.

C 0---- C Butane

02 NADH

Monooxygenase
\I" HAD.

C C C C OH 1-Butanol

It

(NAV.

NADH

Dehydrogenase

C C 0 C 0 Butanal

ATP

HAD*
Butanal reductase

NADH

0C Blayne acid

OH
CoA

Butyric acid acyiCoA synthase

C C C A
Butyric acid acyl-CoA

CoA
(Van-Ginkel et al 1989)

Figure 4 Butane transformation pathway

13
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There is no extensive study on the oxygenase enzyme system in butane-utilizers.

But it is possible that butane, similar to methane-utilizers, can have more than one type of

oxygenase enzyme, and not all may have an ability to degrade 1,1,1-TCA. For example;

a soil microcosms study showed butane utilizers stimulated from McClellan subsurface

successfully degraded butane, but failed to transform 1,1,1-TCA (Tovanobootr 1997).

Cometabolism of 1,1,1-TCA by Propane-Utilizers

Several strains for propane-utilizers isolated from soil and water samples were

able to use propane as a sole energy and carbon source. A partial list includes;

Mycobacterium (Perry 1980; Hou et al. 1983), Acinetobacter, Actinomyces, Brevibacter,

Norcardia, Pseudomonas (Hou et al. 1983), Arthrobacter (Stephens and Dalton 1986),

Rhodococcus (Murrell and Woods 1989). Previous studies showed that several of these

propane-utilizers have an ability to degrade various CAHs. Mycobacterium vaccae J0135

transformed trichloroethylene (TCE), 1,1-dichloroethylene (1,1-DCE), trans-1,2-

dichloroethylene (trans- l,2 -DCE), cis-1,2-dichloroethylene (cis-1,2-DCE) and vinyl

chloride (VC) (Wackett et al. 1989). There were also studies on propane-utilizers

enrichments which also showed abilities to transform chloroform (CF), TCE and 1,2-

dichloroethane (1,2-DCA) (Chang and Alvarez-Cohen 1995). 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism

by propane-utilizers enrichments was first reported in 1993 (Keenan et al. 1993). Kim

(1996) and Tovanobootr (1997) also reported 1,1,1-TCA transformation by propane-

utilizers enriched from McClellan Air Force Base (California) aquifer material. The

transformation yield, which is a ratio of a maximum mass of CAHs transformed to the
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mass of propane consumed by microbes (mg CAHs/mg propane), observed in soil

microcosm studies was 0.088 to 0.106 g 1,1,1-TCA/g propane. Propane strongly

inhibited 1,1,1-TCA transformation (Keenan et al. 1993; Tovanobootr 1997). Inhibition

models including competitive, noncompetitive and uncompetitive inhibition did not fit

the data (Keenan et al. 1993). Tovanobootr (1997) found that high concentrations of

1,1,1-TCA could slow the propane degradation rate.

Propane-utilizers express an oxygenase enzyme, which was identified as propane

monooxygenase enzyme (PMO) (Wackett et al. 1989). Various studies showed that PMO

is a non-specific enzyme with a broad substrate range and able to oxidize short-chain

alkenes and other aliphatic hydrocarbons (Hou et al. 1983; Wackett et al. 1989;

Tovanobootr 1997). Apparently, PMO is responsible for 1,1,1-TCA transformation.

Propane is oxidized by inserting an oxygen molecule, converting propane to 2-propanol,

which is further oxidized to acetone (Perry 1980). However, Stephens and Dalton (1986)

concluded that propane can also undergo terminal oxidation pathway and be converted to

1-propanol. This indicates that PMO is non-specific with respect to the site of oxygen

atom insertion (Stephens and Dalton 1986).

Tovanabootr (1997) found the transformation of 1,1,1-TCA was slow when

propane concentration was high, and after propane was nearly consumed 1,1,1-TCA

transformation accelerated. Although propane can strongly inhibit 1,1,1-TCA

degradation, the presence of propane helped maintain transformation capacity of 1,1,1-

TCA in an extended study (Keenan et al. 1993; Tovanobootr 1997).
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Chlorinated Aliphatic Hydrocarbons at Moffet Field

Moffett Federal Airfield (formerly the Moffett Naval Air Station), Mountain

View, CA, was contaminated with various chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs)

including 1,1,1-TCA. Since 1985, there have been several studies on transforming CAHs

at the site by aerobic cometabolism. Phenol, toluene, methane, ammonia and propane

were tested for their abilities to cometabolize CAHs both in-situ and in microcosms

(Hopkins et al. 1993; Semprini et al. 1993; Hopkins and McCarty 1995). Field studies

were done on methane (Semprini et al. 1990; Semprini et al. 1991), phenol (Hopkins et

al. 1993; Semprini et al. 1993; Hopkins and McCarty 1995) and toluene (Hopkins and

McCarty 1995). Microcosm studies were performed with phenol (Hopkins et al. 1993;

Semprini et al. 1993), methane (La7arone and McCarty 1990; Semprini et al. 1993),

propane (Laznrone and McCarty 1990), toluene and ammonia (Hopkins et al. 1993). The

studies verified that groundwater microorganisms can be stimulated by adding each

primary substrate to groundwater in the presence of oxygen. Phenol and toluene utilizers

were easier to stimulate than methane and ammonia utilizers. Phenol and toluene-fed

microcosms degraded TCE and cis-DCE effectively. Methane-fed microcosms were

effective in degrading trans-DCE and some TCE. The ammonia fed microcosm was the

least effective in degrading all CAHs. Propane-fed mircrocosms showed no propane

utilization. No substrate was effective in 1,1,1-TCA transformation. Although no

previous studies showed satisfactory aerobic cometabolism of 1,1,1-TCA in Moffett Field

conditions, 1,1,1-TCA had showed some potential to be aerobically cometabolized

(McCarty 1993).
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Bioaugmentation

One potential limitation of bioremediation is the inability of indigenous

microorganisms to degrade the contaminant of interest. There are several possible causes

such as: low population, lack of suitable strains, lack of appropriate enzymes and an

improper environment (Vogel 1996). In these cases, adding suitable strains into the site

can activate the degradation process. This procedure is known as bioaugmentation,

which does not only mean addition of outside microorganisms, but also includes the re-

inoculation of indigenous microorganisms directly from the same source to amplify a

particular biological activity. The process had been used in various fields such as

wastewater treatment, soil and groundwater remediation, and agriculture (Vogel 1996).

There have been several bioaugmentation microcosms studies for groundwater

remediation (Munakata-Marr 1996; Munakata-Marr et al. 1997). Bioaugmentation allows

inoculation of strains proven to degrade target contaminants to the site. One of the major

concerns is creating and maintaining the appropriate condition for the inoculate strain to

survive and grow. Bioaugmentation is not a new technology. It was first practiced in

1970 for cleaning up an ocean oil spill site, Torrey Canyon, in United Kingdom (Frosyth

et al. 1995).

There are several parameters that need to be considered in bioaugmentation:

pollutant characteristics, (e.g. bioavailability, concentration, microbial toxicity) and soil

physico-chemical characteristics (humidity, organic matter content, clay content and pH),

microbiology (e.g. enzyme stability and activity) and methodology (e.g. method of

inoculation) (Vogel 1996).
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Munakata-Marr (1996) bioaugmented small-column microcosms with

Burkholderia (Pseudomonas) capacia G4 (G4) and PR1301, which are phenol-utilizers,

and compared their performance with indigenous phenol-utilizers stimulated from

Moffett aquifer material and groundwater. G4 expresses toluene ortho-monooxygenase

enzyme (TOM), which can be induced by phenol or toluene and is capable of

transforming TCE. PR1301 is a nonrecombinant NTG-induced mutant of G4 and is

capable of constitutively expressing TOM while grown on substates such as lactate. The

lactate-fed microcosms performed poorer than the phenol-fed bioaugmented microcosms.

But in semicontinuous bioaugmentation microcosms, lactate was shown to enhance TCE

degradation in phenol-grown resting mixed cultures. Microcosms sterilized prior to

bioaugmentation and then inoculated with G4 and PR1 301 had higher transformation

yields than microcosms with indigenous microorganisms. This study showed that by

adding selected strains of phenol-utilizers, immediate activity can be expected, therefore,

eliminating long lag periods.

When the selected strain is augmented into non-sterile conditions, the major

concern is the survival of introduced organisms. The added organism may fail to

compete with native strains or may be preyed on (Munakata-Marr 1996).

A bench-scale study and a filed experiment of inoculating Pseudomonas stuzeri

strain KC for remediating carbon tetrachloride (CT) contaminated groundwater site at

Schoolcraft, Michigan, demonstrated that colonization of strain KC could be achieved by

modifying the alkalinity (Mayotte et al. 1996; Dybas et al. 1997). Acetate, phosphorus

and base were added to the column microcosms' exchange fluid to create favorable

conditions for growth of strain KC. The study confirmed that bioaugmentation of strain
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KC is feasible with the right niche adjustment. CT transformation was immediate and up

to 70% transformation efficiency was observed (Mayotte et al. 1996). A field experiment

achieved 50-80% CT transformation efficiency with the strain KC augmented and

colonized. The pH of the subsurface environment was adjusted to be slightly alkaline to

accommodate the strain KC (Dybas et al. 1997).

Nutrient Effect

The nutrient level and composition is an important issue in bioremediation. Small

amounts of required nutrients can result in effective growth of the microbial population.

In some cases indigenous strains can be stimulated or enhanced in effectiveness by

adding the nutrients lacking in aquifer material and groundwater. Nutrients are also

necessary for maintaining the efficiency of inoculated strains in bioaugmentation.

Nitrogen is one of the most significant nutrients found to be limited in subsurface.

Laboratory and field experiments showed that adding nitrogen and phosphorus can

enhance microbial activity of methanotrophs and TCE transformation (Brockman and

Payne 1995; Palumbo et al. 1995). The observation of butane and propane-utilizers in

sandy soil showed improvement of butane and propane utilizing in systems amended with

nitrogen (Toccalino and Boone 1992; Toccalino et al. 1993). After available nitrogen

was depleted, the hydrocarbon degradation rate declined. After a period of time, butane-

utilizers overcame the nitrogen limitation by fixing N2, while propane-utilizers remained

nitrogen limited.
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Nitrogen is important for selecting the right strain of methane-utilizers. There are

two types of methanotrophs. Type I expresses pMMO while type II express both pMMO

and sMMO. sMMO can transform a broad range of CAHs. M Trichosporium OB3b,

which is type II methanotroph, prefers nitrate-limited conditions and is capable of fixing

nitrogen. This type of methanotroph also requires copper limited conditions, while type I

methanotroph expressing pMMO requires a copper and nitrogen source (Oldenhuis et al.

1989; Graham et al. 1993). The requirement of the absence of copper to induce sMMO is

not practical for in-situ bioremediation, since copper is one of the trace constituents in

groundwater.

Nutrient levels can be a critical issue in bioaugmentation. Most laboratory

enriched cultures isolated are grown with excessive nutrient supplements to assure the

maximum growth is achieved. When these cultures are inoculated into subsurface

conditions, where nutrients are less abundant, poorer performance can be expected.

Nutrient conditions may need to be adjusted to assure the survival and effectiveness of

inoculated microorganisms. Most effective bioaugmentation might be achieved using

strains that grow effectively under the nutrient conditions of the subsurface. Methods are

needed to track the bioaugmented cultures in the subsurface. A PCR method was applied

in the research in an attempt to determine if bioaugmented enrichments differ from the

indigenous strains.
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PCR

"Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is a technique for the in vitro amplification of

specific DNA sequences by the simultaneous primer extension of complementary strands

of DNA" (Taylor 1991). PCR can multiply DNA molecules by up to a billionfold in the

test tube, yielding large amounts of specific genes for cloning, sequencing or mutagenesis

purposes (Madigan et al. 1997). PCR eliminates culturing microorganisms, thereby

allowing increased sensitivity in detecting DNA sequences present in small amounts in

samples with DNA from mixed populations (Atlas and Steffan 1988). PCR has been

widely used in the areas of molecular biology, diagnostics, systematics and forensic

science, due to its high specificity, sensitivity and consistency (Bej and Mahbubani

1994). In environmental microbiology, PCR has been used for identifying

microorganism population, monitoring shifting in microbial population and monitoring

microbial survival in bioaugmentation (Burlage 1995; Vogel 1996 ; Tiedje 1997; Petrich

1995 ; Bej, 1994 ; (Atlas and Steffan 1988). PCR allows the study of bacterial diversity

in complex environments, where only a small percentage of the indigenous

microorganisms can be isolated (Picard et al. 1992). One of the important issues in

applying PCR with environmental samples is the preparation of samples to recover

contaminant-free nucleic acids. Since most environmental samples contain humic

materials, clay and other organics that can potentially inhibit the PCR reactions,

extraction and purification of nucleic acid becomes critical (Picard et al. 1992; Bej and

Mahbubani 1994). PCR involves three stages (Steffan and Atlas 1991): 1) DNA is

melted to convert double-stranded DNA to single-stranded DNA; 2) Oligomer primers
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are annealed to the target DNA; and 3) The DNA is extended by nucleotide addition

from the primers by the action of DNA polymerase. The primers are designed to

hydridize to regions of DNA flanking a desired target gene sequence. The primers are

then extended across the target sequence using DNA polymerase (or Taq DNA

polymerase) in the presence of free deoxynucleotide triphosphates, resulting in a

duplication of the starting target material. Melting the product DNA duplexes and

repeating the process many times results in an exponential increase in the amount of

target DNA. Amplified DNA can then be separated and identified by electrophoresis in

agrose gel or polyacrylamide gel (Caetano-Anolles and Bassam 1993). The differences

or similarities of each sample can be identified by the bands' location and intensity.
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CHAPTER 3

Comparison of Indigenous and Bioaugmented Butane and
Propane-Utilizers for Transforming 1,1,1-trichloroethane in

Moffett Field Microcosms

Introduction

1,1,1-TCA is one of the volatile chlorinated compounds found most frequently in

groundwater in the United States. It is a non-flammable solvent widely used in various

industries and can be found in many household products. 1,1,1-TCA is considered

relatively highly soluble, therefore it can spread quickly and easily in the subsurface.

More than 200 sites on National Priorities lists were contaminated with 1,1,1-TCA

(ATSDR 1990). Environmental. Protection Agency (EPA) regulates 1,1,1-TCA level to

be 0.2 ppm in drinking water and 18 ppm in rivers and streams. 1,1,1-TCA is relatively

resistant to degradation in nature. It can be removed from groundwater by physical-

chemical processes such as thermal regeneration and adsorption, but these processes only

transfer 1,1,1-TCA from one medium to another without complete destruction. On the

other hand, biological processes, which mineralize 1,1,1-TCA into harmless substances

may be more practical.

1,1,1-TCA can be anaerobically transformed, but 1,1-DCA, its transformation

product, is even more recalcitrant. It can also be abiotically transformed to 1,1-DCE

(which drinking water standard is 0.005 ppm) in water (Vogel and McCarty 1987; Vogel

and McCarty 1987). Aerobic microorganisms can transform 1,1,1-TCA by

cometabolism, yielding 2,2,2-trichloroethanol (Oldenhuis et al. 1989). This process
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involves oxygenase enzymes, which are produced by many aerobic microorganisms.

Oxygenase enzymes are responsible for initiating the oxidation of primary substrates and

transforming chlorinated compounds. Since both substrates have to compete for the same

enzyme, the presence of a primary substrate can inhibit the transformation of a

cometabolic substrate or vice versa. There are many types of oxygenase enzymes

produced by various microorganisms. Each type of enzymes can have different abilities

to degrade chlorinated compounds. Environmental conditions can also affect the type of

enzymes stimulated. Methane monooxygenase enzymes, which are produced by

methane-utilizers, can be categorized into 2 types, particulate (pMMO) and soluble

(sMMO). SMMO can degrade a broader range of chlorinated compounds, but must be

stimulated under copper limited conditions. pMMO does not need copper limited

conditions, but can degrade fewer chlorinated compounds. Several substrates have

shown an ability to stimulate microorganisms to cometabolize 1,1,1-TCA: methane

(Broholm et al. 1990; Strand et al. 1990), butane (Kim et al. 1997; Kim et al. 1997) and

propane (Keenan et al. 1993; Kim 1996; Tovanobootr 1997).

The groundwater at Moffett Field Naval Air Station (Mountain View, CA) was

contaminated with various chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons (CAHs), including 1,1,1-

TCA. The previous studies showed successful aerobic cometabolism of various CAHs

both in-situ and in microcosm studies. Phenol and toluene were good primary substrates

for cometabolizing TCE and cis-DCE (Hopkins et al. 1993; Semprini et al. 1993;

Hopkins and McCarty 1995). Methane-utilizers were effective in degrading vinyl

chloride (VC), trans-DCE and some TCE (La7Arone and McCarty 1990; Semprini et al.

1990; Semprini et al. 1991; Semprini et al. 1993). No cometabolic substrate tested was
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effective toward 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism. Although the studies on methane-utilizers

showed 1,1,1-TCA transformation, such a result wzL, not achieved by methane-utilizers

stimulated from Moffett Field. Methane-utilizers at Moffett Field likely produced

pMMO instead of sMMO, which can degrade 1,1,1-TCA (Semprini 1997). Since the

subsurface conditions at Moffett Field did not favor sMMO stimulation, the use of

methane-utilizers for cometabolizing 1,1,1-TCA was diminished. Therefore, butane and

propane were selected in this study as potential primary substrates for cometabolizing

1,1,1-TCA under Moffett Field conditions.

The information on butane-utilizers is limited. Soil microcosm studies showed

that 1,1,1-TCA concentrations as high as 24004g/L in aqueous solution can be

transformed completely (Kim et al. 1997; Kim et al. 1997). The oxygenase enzyme

systems of butane-utilizers have not been studied extensively. It is possible that butane-

utilizers can express more than one type of oxygenase enzyme, some of which may not be

able to transform 1,1,1-TCA. A soil microcosm study of butane-utilizers stimulated from

the McClellan subsurface was successful in degrading butane but failed to transform

1,1,1-TCA (Tovanobootr 1997).

Propane-utilizers are other enrichments which demonstrated ability to transform

1,1,1-TCA (Keenan et al. 1993; Kim 1996; Tovanobootr 1997). Tovanabootr et al.

(1997) observed the transformation yield of propane-utilizers in soil microcosms to be

0.088 to 0.106 g 1,1,1-TCA/g propane. Propane-utilizers express propane

monooxygenase enzyme (PMO), which is a specific enzyme with a broad substrate range

(Wackett et al. 1989). PMO is likely responsible for propane oxidation as well as 1,1,1-
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TCA transformation. As a result, competitive inhibition was observed. Propane strongly

inhibits 1,1,1-TCA transformation (Keenan et al. 1993; Tovanobootr 1997) and high

concentrations of 1,1,1-TCA could slow down propane degradation rate (Tovanobootr

1997)

Occasionally, the indigenous microorganisms cannot degrade the target

contaminant due to a lack of appropriate enzymes, the absence of appropriate populations

or low number of populations (Vogel 1996). Microorganisms enriched in the laboratory,

which have an ability to cometabolize the target contaminant, can be inoculated into the

specific site. This process is known as bioaugmentation. Various studies have shown

that bioaugmentation is effective in transforming the target contaminant, improving

transformation efficiency and reducing long lag times (Frosyth et al. 1995; Hinchee et al.

1995; Mayotte et al. 1996; Munakata-Marr 1996; Vogel 1996; Dybas et al. 1997;

Munakata -Marr et al. 1997; Munakata-Marr et al. 1997). One of the major concerns in

bioaugmentation is creating and maintaining the appropriate environment for the

inoculated strain to grow and survive.

A batch-fed microcosm method was selected to evaluate the potential of using

butane and propane as primary substrates to drive the cometabolism of 1,1,1-TCA.

Indigenous butane and propane-utilizers from the Moffett Field subsurface were

stimulated and their performances were compared with bioaugmented strains. Since

inoculated strains were grown in mineral salt nutrient in the laboratory, their adjustment

to less nutrient abundant environments was evaluated. This research included a study on

the necessity and effect of nutrient addition along with bioaugmentation. A PCR method
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followed by DNA separation by electrophoresis was used to evaluate the microbial

population stimulated in various conditions as a support to conclusions.

Materials and Methods

Chemical Sources

Propane (10% in Nitrogen) and butane (10.2% in Nitrogen) were purchased from

Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). 1,1,1-TCA (99.9% {GC} grade) was also

purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co.

Gene Amp® PCR core reagents (Amp li Taq DNA Polymerase, dNTPs, 10X PCR

buffer II and MgC12) were purchased from Perkin Elmer (Foster City, CA).

Microcosm Preparation and Operation

Batch-fed microcosms were constructed using 125 ml amber serum bottles

(Wheaton Glass co., Millville, NJ.). The bottles were filled with aquifer material and

groundwater from the Stanford Test Facility at Moffett Field, leaving 60m1 of air

headspace in the bottles. The bottles were crimped sealed with a Teflon'/butyl rubber

septum to accommodate frequent sampling. Butane or propane was added to each

microcosm by gaseous addition to achieve a total mass of 4.5 mg. A stock solution of

saturated 1,1,1-TCA in water was added to each microcosm. The microcosms were

shaken for 30 min to equilibrate the concentrations in aqueous and gas phase, then

sampled for the initial concentrations. Microcosms were incubated at room temperature
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on a shaker table at 100 rpm. Substrate and 1,1,1-TCA concentrations were monitored

daily. Pressure was re-equilibrated daily to replace the oxygen in the head space.

Growth Reactors

Growth reactors were set up in 275 ml bottles. The bottles were filled with 175

ml of mineral salt growth media (media composition is given in appendix A). Five

milliliters of suspended liquid taken from soil microcosms were added to inoculate each

growth reactor. Butane or propane was added by gaseous addition to each bottle to yield

20% v/v in head space. The growth reactors were placed on a shaker table to 100 rpm in

30°C constant temperature room. Pressures were equilibrated daily with pure oxygen and

air. After about 70% of butane or propane were consumed, 5 ml of liquid was transferred

to a new growth reactor. Then, the procedure discussed above was repeated.

Bioaugmentation

Butane and propane-utilizers for bioaugmentation were acquired from

enrichments obtained from the Hanford DOE site (Washington, Kim 1996) grown on

mineral salts medium at an optical density (0D600) of 1.3 to 1.9. The cells were washed

with groundwater to rinse away growth media before adding them to the microcosms.

Bioaugmentation Study: A set of microcosms was prepared as above by adding

15 ml of aquifer material and 50 ml of groundwater (Table 1). Two bottles were fed

with butane and 1,1,1-TCA (B1 and B2) and the other two were fed propane and 1,1,1-
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TCA (P1 and P2). One bottle was added 1,1,1-TCA alone for a control. After 57 days

(with no substrate consumption observed), microcosms B2 and P2 were bioaugmented

with butane and propane-utilizers, respectively. Total mass to 1,1,1-TCA added initially

was approximately 30 pg. The microcosms were sampled daily until substrate utilization

and 1,1,1-TCA transformation stopped. Then, 60% of groundwater was exchanged with

fresh groundwater to resupply nutrients and prevent transformation by-products from

building up. 1,1,1-TCA mass was gradually increased in each batch until the maximum

transformation yield was reached.

Table 1 Treatment variations in microcosms Bl, B2, P1 and P2

Microcosm # Primary Substrate 1,1,1-TCA Bioaugmentation

B1 Butane

B2 Butane with butane-utilizers

P1 Propane

P2 Propane with propane-utilizers

After 440 days of repeated stimulation, 5 ml of liquid from each microcosms was

inoculated into growth reactors as described earlier. The enrichments were grown on

mineral salt medium for 30 days before inoculated into new soil microcosms. The new

microcosms were fed with butane or propane and 1,1,1-TCA. Substrates and 1,1,1-TCA

consumptions were monitored to see if the enrichments have become nutrient dependent

or not.
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Nutrient Effect Study: To assess the effects of nutrient addition, three sets of

augmented microcosms were set up with varying ratios of groundwater and mineral salt

media (Table 2). Each set contained 2 microcosms. The first set of microcosm was set up

with 5 ml aquifer material and 50 ml groundwater and 5 mg cell mass. Second and third

sets were set up similarly except 5% and 50% mineral salt media (media composition is

given in Appendix A) in groundwater were added to second and third set subsequently.

The same study was done parallel for both butane and propane utilizers.

Table 2 Treatments variations in microcosms B3-B5, BT3-BT5, P3-P5 and PT3-
PT5

Microcosm # Primary Substrate Growth Media 1,1,1-TCA

B3 Butane

B4 Butane 5%

B5 Butane 50%

BT3 Butane

BT4 Butane 5%

BT5 Butane 50%

P3 Propane

P4 Propane 5%

P5 Propane 50%

PT3 Propane

PT4 Propane 5%

PT5 Propane 50%

1
1
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Butane, propane and 1,1,1-TCA were added in the same fashion as in the

bioaugmentatfon study. After several groundwater exchanges, the microbial population

differences among each microcosm were determined by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

followed by DNA separation by electrophoresis.

After several groundwater exchanges, 5 ml liquid from B3, B4, B5, BT3, BT4 and

BT5 were inoculated in 100% media microcosms without aquifer solids. These

microcosms were fed with butane without 1,1,1-TCA addition. After 1 month, 1,1,1-

TCA was added to these butane-utilizers to test their ability to transform 1,1,1-TCA.

Analytical Procedures

1,1,1-TCA was measured by taking a 100 µl sample from headspace and injecting

it into Hewlett Packard 5890 gas chromatography connected to an electron capture

detector (ECD). Butane and propane sampling was similar, except flame ionization

detector (FID) was used.

Oxygen concentration was measured on a Fisher Model 25V gas partitioner

equipped with a thermoconductivity detector, with helium as a carrier gas. 100 p.1 sample

from headspace was injected into the gas partitioner.

Nitrate analysis was performed with a Dionex series 40001 Ion Chromatography

coupled to an ion exchange column (Dionex IonPac AS4A).

1,1,1-TCA, butane, propane, oxygen and nitrate concentrations were determined

by comparing peak areas of samples with those of external standards curves (show in

Appendices B and C).
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Polymerase Chain Reaction

DNA purification: Samples (500 [1.1,) were obtained from well shaken

microcosms for PCR analysis. The microorganisms cells were ruptured and DNA was

released from the cells by a direct lysis method (Current Protocols,1994). DNA was

extracted from cells material and sediments by phenol-chloroform and then precipitated

in ethanol. The DNA was then dissolved in water and purified by electrophoresis in

0.75% agrose gel. The gels that contain purified DNA were cut into a plug and

immersed in water to diffuse DNA into water.

PCR ( Polymerase Chain Reaction): The PCR procedure was modified from

Current Protocols in Molecular Biology, 1994. The purified DNA was combined with

PCR reaction mixture, which contains- Taq DNA polymerase, oligomer primers,

deoxynucleotides (dNTPs), reaction buffer and magnesium ions. The mixtures were then

place into thermocycler (Ericomp Power BlockTM Easy CyclerTM series). The samples

were heated to 95°C for 45 sec, cooled down to 45°C for 45 sec and heated to 72°C for

60 sec. The cycle was repeated 10 times. Then another cycle which consisted of heating

to 92° C for 45 sec, cooling to 45°C for 45 sec and heating to 72°C for 90 sec was

repeated 20 times. After this process DNA fragments were separated by electrophoresis

at 85 volts in 1.2 % agrose.
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Results and Discussion

Indigenous versus augmented butane-utilizers

Figure 5 presents butane degradations and 1,1,1-TCA transformations of microcosms B1

and B2 for the first 94 days of stimulation. Microcosms B1 and B2 were fed with butane

to stimulate indigenous butane-utilizers and challenged with 1,1,1-TCA. After 57 days,

no substrate utilization was observed, indicating that butane-utilizers were not stimulated

in either microcosms. Microcosm B2 was then inoculated with butane-utilizing

enrichments described earlier. On day 60, the butane mass in inoculated microcosm B2

started to decrease, indicating butane degradation. As the butane was being degraded,

1,1,1-TCA was also being transformed. 1,1,1-TCA transformation rate was slow in the

beginning, but increased dramatically after a significant amount of butane was consumed.

The total mass of 4.5 mg of butane was completely degraded and 27 µg of 1,1,1-TCA

was completely transformed.

Microcosm B1 started to degrade butane after 80 days, indicating that indigenous

butane-utilizers were present. Butane was completely degraded, but no 1,1,1-TCA was

transformed. The results suggest that butane-utilizers stimulated in B1 initially lacked

the ability to transform 1,1,1-TCA. The augmented microcosm (B2) however, effectively

transformed 1,1,1-TCA. The lag time observed in microcosm B1 was very long,

therefore, the possibility of contamination could not be entirely ruled out. However, the

differences in ability to degrade 1,1,1-TCA of microcosms Bl and B2 seem to indicate

that indigenous microbes with limited 1,1,1-TCA transformation were stimulated.
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Figure 5 Butane degradation and 1,1,1-TCA transformation of microcosms B1 and
B2 up to 94 days
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Both microcosms were successively fed with butane. 1,1,1-TCA mass added to

microcosm B2 was gradually increased in each stimulation. Microcosm B2 continued to

transform 1,1,1-TCA completely. The transformation was slow when the butane mass

was high. After considerable amount of butane was consumed, 1,1,1-TCA

transformation accelerated, indicating that 1,1,1-TCA transformation was inhibited by

butane. Therefore, "indigenous" microcosm in this study refers to microcosm that was

stimulated without bioaugmentation, although we were not certain that they were truly

indigenous.

Figures 6 and 7 shows the responses of microcosm B1 and B2 after 100 days.

Microcosm B1 started to show some 1,1,1-TCA transformation around day 130. 1,1,1-

TCA transformation was limited initially. After 190 days of stimulation, the 1,1,1-TCA

transformation improved to over 90%, as shown in Table 4.

Table 3 presents transformation yield of indigenous and bioaugmented butane-

utilizers at 3 time periods. Transformation yields of microcosm B1 slowly improved.

Microcosm B2 started with higher transformation yields but decreased after repeated

stimulations. After 340 days, the transformation yields in B1 and B2 were almost the

same.

Microcosm B2 continued to transform 1,1,1-TCA completely throughout the first

180 days of stimulation (Table 4). The highest 1,1,1-TCA mass, which was transformed

completely, was 0.71 mg (or 8.31 mg/L aqueous concentration). The maximum

transformation yield up until day 190 was 0.16 mg 1,1,1 TCA/mg butane for microcosm

B2.
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Table 3 Transformation yields of microcosms B1 and B2 at different time periods

Microcosm

Transformation Yield (mg 1,1,1-TCA/ mg butane)

Day 0 tol 90 Day 190 to 340 Day 340 to 440

Min Max Aver. Min Max Aver. Min Max Aver.

Bl 0.0026 0.0048 0.0035 0.002 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.044 0.042

B2
(inoculated)

0.006 0.16 0.07 0.003 0.13 0.077 0.033 0.041 0.041

After 220 days, 1,1,1-TCA mass added to microcosm B2 was raised to 1 mg (11.7

mg/L) (Figure 7). Only 20% of 1,1,1-TCA were transformed. From day 190 to day 340

1,1,1-TCA mass fed to the microcosm B2 ranged from 0.72 to 1.037 mg. 1,1,1-TCA was

partially transformed during this period, (average 53%) (Table 4). The average

transformation yield was 0.13 mg 1,1,1-TCA/mg butane (Table 3). Butane was

completely degraded but the ability to transform 1,1,1-TCA of the cultures decreased

after exposing to high 1,1,1-TCA concentration. After 340 days, 1,1,1-TCA mass was

reduced to 0.27 mg (3.16 mg/L), resulted in an increase of 1,1,1-TCA transformation

efficiency to 99%.

Table 4 summarized the mass of 1,1,1-TCA added to the microcosms and 1,1,1-

TCA transformation efficiency at different time periods. Table 5 summarized the average

time required for the substrate utilization and 1,1,1-TCA transformation. Microcosm B1

improved transformation efficiency and transformation rate after repeated stimulations.

As indicated in Figure 6, butane consumption and 1,1,1-TCA was more consistent in the

microcosm at later time.
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Butane degradation in microcosm B2 was fast and the efficiency observed was

highest during the first 190 days. When the 1,1,1-TCA mass was raised to 1 mg/L, the

butane degradation slowed down and the transformation efficiency decreased to 53%.

After 1,1,1-TCA mass was decreased, transformation efficiency and butane degradation

rate improved. Both microcosms remained active for more than one year after

stimulated.

Table 4 Mass of 1,1,1-TCA added and percentage of 1,1,1-TCA transformed in
microcosms B1 and B2 at different time periods.

1,1,1-TCA mass added (mg) 1,1,1-TCA transformed (%)

Microcosm Day 0 190 Day 190- Day 340-440 Day 0 to 190 Day 190- Day 340-440

340 340

B1 0.019-0.047 0.018-0.179 0.202-0.277 40% 90.4% 96%
(0-100%) (82-99%) (93-100%)

B2 0.027-0.553 0.720-1.037 0.203-0.248 100% 53% 99%
Inoculated (20-100%) (98-100%)

Table 5 Average time required for the substrate utilization and 1,1,1-TCA
transformation of microcosms B1 and B2 at different time periods

Microcosm Butane-utilization (days) 1,1,1-TCA transformation (days)

Day 0 190 Day 190-340 Day 340-440 Day 0 - 190 Day 190-340 Day 340-440

Bl 6.75 2.71 3.7 15.5 14.5 20

B2 5.83 9 4.7 7.5 10.57 16
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1,1,1-TCA transformation continued after butane-utilization ceased, indicating

that the enzymes were present and active even after substrate utilization had already

stopped and ceased (Figure 8). Figure 8 compares 1,1,1-TCA transformation rates with

butane degradation rates. At similar concentrations, both indigenous and bioaugmented

butane-utilizers showed that 1,1,1-TCA transformations was slow when the butane mass

was high and increased as a significant mass of butane was consumed. The results

indicated that butane inhibited 1,1,1-TCA transformation.

Figure 9 shows the DNA fingerprints from butane-fed microcosms B1 and B2 at

440 days. The PCR was performed twice with two different primers, GCA12 and HP7.

The DNA fragments in the gel showed similar bands sizes in both samples, suggesting

that the populations in both microcosms were similar. It was possible that the indigenous

population was predominant in both microcosms at the time tested. Bioaugmented

microcosms showed higher activity than indigenous microcosm initially, but at 440 days,

both indigenous and bioaugmented microcosms showed similar activities and DNA

fingerprints. This result may be an indication that the indigenous populations had

outcompeted the bioaugmented populations. Unfortunately, microbial samples for PCR

analysis were not available from the early stages of this study to show if different mixed

populations existed in microcosms B1 and B2.
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Bi B2 B1 B2

GCA12 If

Figure 9 DNA fingerprints of butane-utlilizers obtained from microcosms B1 and
B2 on day 440

Indigenous vs. augmented propane-utilizers

Figure 10 shows propane degradation and 1,1,1-TCA transformation data for

microcosms P1 and P2 for the first 140 days of stimulation. Microcosm P2 was

inoculated with propane-utilizing enrichments from Hanford DOE site. The inoculated

microcosms, however, did not show propane consumption until day 80, 23 days after

bioaugmentation. Propane uptake was complete, but no significant 1,1,1-TCA

transformation was observed. On day 94 propane was fed to microcosm P2 for a second

time and it was completely degraded. Partial 1,1,1-TCA transformation was observed (12

1.1g). The indigenous strains in microcosm P1 started to degrade propane on day 85.

Propane utilization was complete and approximately 12 pig of 1,1,1-TCA was

transformed.
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Figure 11 shows P1 and P2 data from 160 to 430 days. 1,1,1-TCA mass added

was gradually increased with each propane respike. Complete transformation of 1,1,1-

TCA was observed up to day 323, where 1,1,1-TCA mass in the P2 microcosm was

raised to 0.78 mg ( 9.1 mg/L aqueous concentration) and only 70% of 1,1,1-TCA was

transformed. Both propane-utilizing microcosms remained active for more than 430 days

of stimulation.

Table 6 1,1,1-TCA mass added and transformation efficiency of microcosms P1 and
P2

Microcosms 1,1,1-TCA mass added (mg) Transformation efficiency (%)

P1 0.012-0.54 100%

0.401-0.737 86-97% (average 94%)

P2 0.012-0.76 100%

0.806 70%

It appeared that too high of 1,1,1-TCA mass (or concentration) can reduce

transformation efficiencies of both propane-utilizing microcosms. The similar results

were observed in butane-utilizers. Both microcosms, P1 and P2, showed good long-term

efficiencies. They remained active and expressed proficient transformation yields for

more than 340 days after stimulation. Microcosms P1 and P2 had similar lag times and

long-term responses, e.g. transformation yields, in every time period (Table 7 and Figure
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10-11). Figure 12 shows DNA fingerprints of the sample obtained from microcosms P1

and P2 with different primers. DNA fingerprints showed the similar band sizes, which

indicated that mixed populations of both enrichments , P1 and P2 were similar at the time

tested. Therefore, it was possible that the indigenous propane-utilizers were stimulated in

both systems from the beginning, or the augmented strains may became active initially

P1 P2
GCA12

Figure 12 DNA fmgerprints of propane-utilizers obtained from microcosms P1 and
P2 on day 440

but indigenous propane-utilizers eventually dominated in the augmented microcosm.

Unfortunately, microbial samples from earlier stages were not available for PCR analysis

to verify either possibility.
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Table 7 Transformation yields of microcosms P1 and P2

Microcosms Lag Time
(Days)

Transformation Yields (mg 1,1,1-TCA/mg propane)

Minimum Maximum Average

P1 85 0.0096 0.135 0.069

P2 80* 0.0075 0.14 0.066

*23 days lag time after bioaugmentation

Figure 13 compared 1,1,1-TCA transformation rates with propane degradation rates of

indigenous and bioaugmented propane-utilizers at similar concentration conditions. The

1,1,1-TCA transformation rate was slow when the propane mass was high and as propane

was depleted, the 1,1,1-TCA transformation rate increased. 1,1,1-TCA transformation,

therefore, appeared to be inhibited by the presence of propane. This rate change was

observed in both the indigenous and bioaugmented propane-utilizers. Propane

transformation may also be inhibited by high concentrations of 1,1,1-TCA. On day 320

in figure 11, for example, propane uptake was slow when 1,1,1-TCA concentration was

high (9.1 mg/L). However, in proceeding treatments effective propane utilization was

achieved at high 1,1,1-TCA concentrations. Other factors inhibiting propane uptake can

not be ruled out. For example, at day 320, propane had not been added for 20 days, thus

the propane utilizing population may have been reduced.
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Comparing Butane and Propane-utilizers

Figure 14 shows transformation yields of butane and propane-utilizers at different

time periods. Microcosms B2, bioaugmented butane-utilizers, had high transformation

yields in the beginning (day 1 to 340), but eventually decreased. Microcosms B 1, P1 and

P2 had low transformation yields in the beginning but increased with prolonged

treatments. The highest final transformation yields were observed in the propane-

utilizing microcosms. Propane-utilizers also displayed more consistency than butane-

utilizers. Therefore, propane-utilizers were better candidates for cometabolism 1,1,1-

TCA in the long term. Bioaugmentation should still be considered as a method for

reducing the lag period and achieving high transformation yields instantly.

0.09
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r 3 0.07
E 0.06
t 0.05
- la 0.04E

0.03
0.02

g 0.01

E 0

B1 B2 P1

Microcosms
P2

m Day 0 - 190 Day 190 - 340 Day 340 - 440

Figure 14 Comparison of transformation yields of microcosms Bl, B2, P1 an dP2 at
different time period
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Attempts were made to repeat the bioaugmentation of Moffett Field microcosms

with butane and propane-utilizers. Bioaugmented microcosms did not show butane or

propane degradation (data not shown). The inoculums were taken from the enrichment

growth reactors 150 days after the first inoculation. A shift in the microbial populations

in the growth reactors was suspected. Since the enrichments were grown in mineral salt

medium for a long time, the strains that were dependent on high mineral salt may

become predominant and the strains that required less mineral salt may have been

eliminated. Therefore, another study was designed to observe the necessity of mineral

salt nutrient addition in order to achieve successful bioaugmentation.

Nutrient Studies with Butane-Utilizers

Figure 15 and 16 showed butane consumption and 1,1,1-TCA transformations of

augmented butane-utilizers with different percentages of mineral salt nutrient

supplements. Microcosms B3 and BT3, which did not contain mineral salt nutrients,

showed the slowest butane consumption. Microcosms B5 and BT5, which had the

highest percentages of mineral salt nutrient (50%), showed the fastest butane

consumption. 1,1,1-TCA transformation rates also correlated to butane consumption

rates in each of the microcosms. 1,1,1-TCA transformation appeared to be slightly

inhibited by butane. Each pair of microcosms; B3 and BT3; B4 and BT4; B5 and BT5

had similar butane degradation rates, showing that, at a 1,1,1-TCA mass of up to 0.3 mg

(aqueous concentration 3.51 mg/L), the presence of 1,1,1-TCA did not affect the

microbes' abilities to degrade butane.
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Figure 15 Bioaugmentation of butane-utilizing mixed culture into microcosms with
different percentage of nutrient addition up to 25 days
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After repeated stimulations (Figure 16), the butane degradation rates of

microcosms B3 and BT3 decreased. 1,1,1-TCA transformations in microcosm BT3 also

slowed down, after 60 days, and no 1,1,1-TCA transformation was observed.

Microcosms B4 and BT4 showed the similar responses, but with faster butane

degradation rates than B3 and BT3. 1,1,1-TCA transformation rate of microcosms BT4

decreased. On day 105, less than 10% of 1,1,1-TCA was transformed. The results

indicated that bioaugmented enrichments needed mineral salt nutrient supplements to

maintain 1,1,1-TCA transformation efficiencies. The addition of 5% mineral salt media

was inadequate for prolonged treatments. Microcosms B5 and BT5 displayed high

activities throughout the study, indicating that 50% mineral salt supplement helped

maintain the enrichments' efficiencies.

The nutrient study was conducted 210 days after the bioaugmentation study.

Butane-utilizers were obtained from the same growth reactors. Whereas butane-utilizers

in the first bioaugmentation study (Figure 5 and 6) had no difficulties performing in soil

microcosms without mineral salt nutrient addition, the bioaugmentation with the later

enrichments showed trouble adapting to nutrient groundwater conditions. This result

indicated that the enrichments grown in mineral salt medium might have eliminated

populations that required less mineral salt supplements and selected for populations that

grew well in mineral salts nutrient.
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1,1,1-TCA transformation efficiencies of the cultures growing in mineral salt
nutrients

After 150 days, butane-utilizers from microcosms B3, B4, B5, BT3, BT4 and BT5

were grown in batch growth microcosms on mineral salts media. After 30 days, 1,1,1-

TCA transformation abilities were evaluated. Figure 17 showed butane degradation and

1,1,1-TCA transformation of microorganisms from microcosms B3, B4, B5, BT3, BT4

and BT5 grown on mineral salt media. Microcosms BT3 and BT4, which stopped

transforming 1,1,1-TCA in the soil microcosms with no mineral salt supplement and 5%

mineral salt supplement addition, resumed their abilities to transform 1,1,1-TCA. A total

mass of 0.03 mg 1,1,1-TCA was completely transformed. All the microcosms

transformed 1,1,1-TCA completely, including microcosms B3, B4 and B5, which were

not previously exposed to 1,1,1-TCA. The results indicated that butane degradation

efficiencies of the enrichments depended on mineral salts supplements. Exposure to

1,1,1-TCA did not alter the transformation efficiencies of the enrichments.

DNA fingerprinting.

DNA fingerprints from the microbes stimulated in the nutrient study (Figure 16)

were carried out using primers HP7 (GCG AAG CCT AAC GCC) and GCA 12 (CGT

GCC GAG CTG). Figure 18 shows DNA fingerprints of the enriched cultures on day 80.

Figure 19 shows DNA fmgerprints of the enrichments on day 160. The DNA fingerprints

of the enrichments on day 80 and 160 were different, suggesting that the microbial
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Figure 18 DNA fingerprints of microbial populations obtained from microcosms
B3, B4, B5, BT3, BT4 and BT 5 on day 80
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Figure 19 DNA fingerprints of microbial populations obtained from microcosms
B3, B4, B5, BT3, BT4 and BT 5 on day 160
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populations changed between day 80 and 160. Microcosm B5, which showed no

difference in butane degradation efficiency between 80 to 160 days, had similar DNA

fingerprints at both times. This suggested that the microbial populations in microcosm

B5, which had high mineral salt levels, did not change significantly. Microcosm BT4,

which degraded 1,1,1-TCA at 80 days but did not degrade 1,1,1-TCA at 160 days,

showed distinctively different DNA fingerprints. The change in 1,1,1-TCA

transformation efficiency might be a result from a shift in the populations, as suggested

by the DNA fingerprints.

The DNA fingerprints between microcosms with different mineral salt

amendments showed more differences than between microcosms that had the same

amount of mineral salt addition, but varied in 1,1,1-TCA added. This suggested that the

exposure to 1,1,1-TCA did not affect the microbial populations, but that the microbial

populations were affected by the mineral salt supplements.

Nutrient Studies with Propane-Utilizers

Propane-utilizer used in nutrient studies were enriched from McClellan AFB

subsurface. Figure 20 shows propane degradation and 1,1,1-TCA transformation in

nutrient study. Microcosms P4, PT4, P5, PT5 degraded propane completely.

Microcosms PT4 and PT5 also transformed all 1,1,1-TCA. Microcosms P5 and PT5,

which had 50% mineral salt media had the highest propane degradation rates.

Microcosms P3 and PT3, which did not contain any mineral salt media, had the lowest

propane degradation rate and only 33% of propane was transformed. In the second
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Figure 20 Bioaugmentation of propane-utilizing mixed culture into soil microcosms
"Effect of Nutrient Addition to Groundwater
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stimulation, microcosms P5 and PT5 degraded propane completely. All 1,1,1-TCA in PT5

was transformed. Only 45% and 33% of propane was transformed in microcosm P4 and

PT4 respectively. 20% of 1,1,1-TCA was transformed in PT4. P3 and PT3 did not show

any propane degradation. 1,1,1-TCA in microcosm PT3 was not transformed.

The results from nutrient studies with butane and propane-utilizers showed that both

enrichments required mineral salt nutrient additions. 50% mineral salt additions were

adequate for both augmented butane and propane-utilizers. However, propane-utilizer

enrichments appeared to depend on mineral salt nutrients more than butane.

Enriching the butane and propane-utilizers from Bl, B2, P1 and P2 for
bioaugmentation

The indigenous populations of butane and propane-utilizers degraded 1,1,1-TCA well

under the nutrient poor conditions of the groundwater. Thus bioaugmentation might be more

successful if these strains were enriched and augmented under groundwater nutrient limited

conditions. To test this, on day 440 microbial samples from B 1, B2, P1 and P2 were

enriched in growth reactors containing mineral salt medium and fed with gaseous substrates.

After 30 days, the enrichments were reinoculated into fresh soil microcosms without mineral

salt nutrient amendment. The soil microcosms were fed with gaseous substrates and 1,1,1-

TCA to evaluate the efficiencies of the enrichments. Figure 21 shows the butane degradation

and 1,1,1-TCA transformation of the microcosms inoculated with enrichments from B1 and

B2. Butane uptakes and 1,1,1-TCA transformations were complete in both simulations.

Figure 22 shows the propane degradation and 1,1,1-TCA transformation of microcosm
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Figure 21 Butane degradation and 1,1,1-TCA transformation of groundwater
microcosms inoculated with enrichments obtained from microcosms B1 and B2
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inoculated with enrichments from P1 and P2. Propane and 1,1,1-TCA were completely

degraded and transformed in both microcosms in both stimulations. The results showed

that the inoculated strains, which were enriched in mineral salt medium for 30 days, had

no difficulties degrading cometabolic substrates and transforming 1,1,1-TCA in

groundwater conditions. These results when compared to those in Figure 15 and Figure

20, demonstrated the successful bioaugmentation with these strains, under the

groundwater nutrient limited conditions. Therefore, butane or propane-utilizers, which

were able to grow in nutrient-limited conditions, can be enriched in growth reactors for a

short period of time to yield the high cell mass for bioaugmentation purpose without

causing a shift to populations that prefer nutrient rich conditions.

Summary and Conclusions

Summary

The results demonstrated that indigenous butane and propane-utilizers could be

stimulated in Moffett Field microcosms. Both butane and propane-utilizers stimulated

remained active for more than a year after biostimulation without requiring of additional

mineral supplements. However, there was a long lag period from 80 to 85 days before

stimulation. Inoculating effective butane or propane-utilizers could remarkably reduce

lag periods from 80 to 85 days to several days. Both butane and propane-utilizers showed

satisfactory 1,1,1-TCA transformation. A previous study (Kim et al. 1997) showed

complete transformation of 1,1,1-TCA at concentrations as high as 2400 lag/L. In this
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study, the maximum 1,1,1-TCA concentration that was completely transformed was 8310

ilg/L in bioaugmented butane-utilizers (microcosm B2). The fmal transformation yields

in butane and propane-utilizers are 0.04 and 0.07 mg 1,1,1-TCA/ mg substrate,

respectively.

Bioaugmented butane-utilizers showed immediate 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism with

high transformation efficiency. After prolong treatment and exposure to high 1,1,1-TCA

concentrations, transformation efficiency in bioaugmented butane-utilizers decreased,

whereas the transformation efficiency in indigenous butane-utilizers improved. After 440

days, the transformation yields of bioaugmented and indigenous utilizers were the same.

DNA fingerprints showed a strong similarity of the microbial populations at 440 days,

suggesting that indigenous populations may become active in both microcosms.

Unfortunately, DNA fingerprints earlier in the stimulation history were not available for

comparison.

Bioaugmented and indigenous propane-utilizers showed similar transformation

yields, but bioaugmentation reduced the lag period from 85 days to 25 days. The

transformation yields increased after prolonged incubation and treatment and were similar

in each microcosm. DNA showed similarities in microbial population between

indigenous and bioaugmented propane-utilizers, suggesting that indigenous strains were

predominant at 440 days. No evidence is available to indicate whether bioaugmented

propane-utilizers were stimulated in microcosm P2 at early time. The results tend to

suggest that indigenous strains were stimulated in both microcosms. Due to the long lag

period experienced upon the initial stimulation of approximately 80 days, we can not rule
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out the possibility that the "indigenous strains" were actually introduced to the

microcosms during the sampling. Several precautions would help future studies. An

radiated control, fed the growth substrate, should be included in the experimental set-up.

This might demonstrate the introduction of microorganisms during microcosm operation.

Also microcosms should be constructed and fed growth substrate, but are not sampled

until there is evidence of substrate uptake in other microcosms. If these microcosms also

show uptake of substrate, it would help rule out the possibility of microbial

contamination.

After 440 days of monitoring microcosm responses, propane-utilizers showed

higher transformation yields than butane-utilizers and also displayed more stability.

Bioaugmented butane-utilizers, although immediately effective, became unstable when

exposed to high 1,1,1-TCA concentration and prolonged treatment.

Enriching cultures in growth reactors that contained high mineral salt supplements

can result in a shift in the microbial population. The enrichments that were grown in the

growth reactor for long periods (150 to 210 days) had trouble adapting to aquifer

groundwater conditions upon inoculation. Mineral salt supplements were needed to be

added into the soil microcosms to assure the effective substrate utilization and 1,1,1-TCA

transformation of inoculated enrichments. However, the enrichments that were grown in

growth reactors for only a short period of time (30days) did not have difficulties adapting

to groundwater conditions once reinoculated.
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Conclusions

1. Indigenous butane and propane - utilizing microorganisms could be stimulated from

Moffett Field's groundwater and aquifer materials. Both indigenous butane and

propane-utilizers were capable of transforming 1,1,1-TCA.

2. Butane and propane-utlizers stimulated from Moffett Field's groundwater could

actively transformed 1,1,1-TCA for more than one year with repeated biostimulation

without requiring additional mineral nutrient supplements.

3. Inoculating butane or propane-utilizers grown in laboratory could reduce long lag

periods. Since indigenous strains performed well under groundwater nutrient limited

conditions, one should consider reinoculating indigenous strains before using strains

from other sites

4. Bioaugmented butane-utilizers showed better 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism initially.

After prolonged treatments, the transformation yields of bioaugmented butane-

utilizers decreased, whereas that of indigenous butane-utilizers increased. Ultimately,

both enrichments showed similar transformation yields. DNA fingerprints showed

that at the end of the study, the populations in both microcosms were very similar,

suggesting that indigenous populations had become dominant in the microcosms.

5. Indigenous and bioaugmented propane-utilizers showed similar transformation yields.

However, DNA fingerprints showed that the microbial populations in both

microcosms were similar. Indigenous utilizers were likely stimulated in both

microcosms from start of the experiments.
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6. 1,1,1-TCA transformation appears to be competitively inhibited by growth substrates

(butane or propane).

7. The exposure of 1,1,1-TCA up to 0.3 mg (3.51 mg/L aqueous concentration) did not

effect the enrichments' ability to transform 1,1,1-TCA.

8. Propane-utilizers are better candidates for bioaugmentation since the final

transformation yield was higher than butane-utilizers, and propane-utilizers were

more stable over repeated stimulation than butane-utilizers. However,

bioaugmentation with indigenous strains should be considered to reduce the long lag

time.

9. Growing the enrichments in mineral salt mediums for too long can cause a shift in the

enrichment to one that prefers high nutrient conditions, resulting in the reduce of

efficiency upon inoculated into groundwater conditions. An addition of mineral salt

nutrient supplement along with bioaugmentation can help maintain the efficiency.

However, it would be better to find enrichments that do not need nutrient

supplements.

10. Indigenous microbial populations that are able to grow in nutrient-limited conditions

and effectively degrade 1,1,1-TCA are best choices for the bioaugmentation. We

were successful in enriching these cultures in mineral salt medium for a short period

of time to yield high cell mass, and then bioaugmenting these into the groundwater to

achieve short lag periods and effective 1,1,1-TCA transformation.
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Engineering Significance

The butane and propane-utilizers in Moffett Field were capable of transforming

1,1,1-TCA with satisfying transformation yields and efficiencies. The strains remain

effective for over a year with repeated biostimulation. Both indigenous butane and

propane-utilizers took more than 80 days to be stimulated, which was impractical for a

field demonstration. Also with such long lag periods for aerobic microorganisms, one

can not rule out the possibility of laboratory contamination. Thus one can not be certain

that the stimulated strains are actually present in the subsurface. Thus bioaugmentaion

will likely be required to insure success in the field.

The bioaugmentation study demonstrated that inoculating laboratory grown

butane or propane-utilizers, which were capable of transforming 1,1,1-TCA, could reduce

a long lag period significantly. However, after repeated stimulation and prolonged

treatments, DNA fingerprints indicated that indigenous strains became predominant in

both augmented systems (butane and propane-utilizers). The results indicated that

augmented strains, although more effective in the beginning, were out-competed by the

indigenous strains. Therefore, the indigenous strains are recommended for

bioremediating 1,1,1-TCA. The use of indigenous strains will reduce the concerns

regarding the strains' adjustment to the environmental conditions.

The limitation of stimulating indigenous butane and propane-utlizers in the field

was the lag time. Bioaugmentation was proven to reduce the lag period to several days,

but the survival of the augmented microbes in the new environment was uncertain. The

indigenous strains can be enriched and used as inoculum, although the transformation
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yields may be lower than that of augmented strains. Reinoculating indigenous strains

would reduce the concerns regarding microbial ecology, such as interspecies competition

and assure the better adapting of microbes to nutrient conditions in the groundwater.

The indigenous strains can be grown in soil microcosms and enriched in mineral

salt nutrients prior to bioaugmentation. The length of enrichment time should be just

enough to obtain adequate cell mass for the bioaugmentation, without causing the shift in

populations that prefer nutrient rich conditions. The results indicated that enriching the

strains in mineral salt medium for extended periods appeared to select strains that rely on

abundant mineral salt medium. Therefore, when the enrichments were reinoculated into

the nutrient limited conditions, their abilities to degrade substrates and transform 1,1,1-

TCA declined. The nutrient study showed that mineral salt nutrient supplements can be

added along with substrates to provide favorable conditions for the enrichments. Nutrient

addition of 5% was proven to be inadequate for the long term, 50% was sufficient to keep

the activity up, but would be impractical for a field applications. Further study needs to

be done to specify the appropriate nutrient additions.

Inoculating the strains that were capable of cometabolizing l,l,l -TCA in nutrient

limited conditions appeared to be less complicated and more cost effective. The

enrichments, which grew on butane and propane in Moffett Field microcosms, were

performing well under nutrient limited conditions. Indigenous strains were very efficient

over extended periods, especially propane-utilizers, which were more consistent than

butane over the course of study. Accordingly, these indigenous strains were highly

suitable for use as inoculums to help in stimulating 1,1,1-TCA cometabolism in Moffett
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Field conditions. Our fmal results showed these strains could be inoculated for effective

bioremediation.

At some sites, such as McClellan Air Force Base, indigenous butane-utilizers

were unable to transform 1,1,1-TCA. Therefore, enrichments obtained from other sites

must be inoculated for use. Since the characteristic of the indigenous strains and

augmented strains were different, the interspecies competition and nutrient conditions

become a concern. The indigenous species may become predominant, therefore,

augmented strains may not be successful for long term bioremediation. Or the augmented

strains may not be able to adapt to the nutrient condition at the new sites. More research

is needed to determine conditions underwhich successful bioaugmentation might be

achieved in this case.

The final transformation yield of propane-utilizers was higher than butane-

utilizers. Propane-utilizers also possess more consistency than butane-utilizers, therefore,

propane is the substrate recommended for stimulating microorganisms for cometabolizing

1,1,1-TCA at Moffett Field. A field test would likely employ bioaugmenting the

indigenous cultures that works well under nutrient limited conditions into the field site to

shorten the long lag period.
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Appendix A

Microcosm Preparation and Operation

A.1 Microcosm Preparation

A.1.1 Aquifer Material

The core samples were aseptically collected from Moffet Field, Mountain View, CA.

They consisted of particle sizes ranging from silts to large cobbles. The core material

was unpacked under laminar flow hood (The Baker Company, Sanford, MA) and wet

sieved through a No. 8 sieve (2.38 mm opening) to remove the large particles.

A.1.2 Groundwater

Groundwater was collected from the site and kept in cold storage prior to use.

A.1.3 Growth Medium

One liter of growth media consisting of the following components was prepared and

autoclaved prior to use.

0.5 ml of 1 M Mg(S0)4

100 111 of 1M CaC12

2 g of NaNO3

100 mg of (NH4)2SO4
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25 ml of phosphate buffer

1 ml of trace element solution, in which 1 1 contains:

5 ml concentrated HCL

4500 mg of FeSO47H20

300 mg of MnC124H20

148 mg of ZnSO47H20

62 mg of H3B03

147 mg of Na2Mo047H20

24 mg of NiC126H20

17 mg of CuC122H20

24 mg of CoC126H20

A.1.4 Microcosm set up

Microcosms were constructed using 125 ml amber serum bottles. The serum bottles,

telfon-lined rubber septa and aluminum crimp tops, and other apparatus used for

transferring aquifer material and groundwater into the bottles were autoclaved. Each

serum bottles was filled with 15 ml of sieved aquifer material (from 3.1.1) and 50 ml of

groundwater (from 3.1.2). The remaining 60 ml of head space were filled with air. The

bottles were crimp sealed with a Teflon Im/butyl rubber to accommodate frequent

sampling.
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A.1.5 Microcosms operation

Gaseous substrates (butane or propane) were added to the microcosms to achieve a total

mass of 4.5 mg. Saturated aqueous stock solution of 1,1,1-TCA (Preparation in

Appendix C) was added to obtain the total mass of 30 gg. The microcosms were shaken

for 30 min to equillibrate the concentrations in aqueous and gas phase, then sampled for

the initial concentrations. Microcosms were incubated at room temperature on a shaker

table at 100 rpm. Substrates and 1,1,1-TCA concentrations were monitored daily.

Pressure was re-equilibrated daily to replace the head space oxygen. After substrate

utilization and 1,1,1-TCA transformation stopped, the bottles were centrifuged at 30 x 103

rpm for 20 minutes to allow deposition of the suspended solids. 60 % of groundwater in

the microcosms were exchanged with fresh groundwater to resupply the nutrients and

prevent the accumulation of by-products. The above procedure was repeated

immediately. 1,1,1-TCA mass added in each stimulation was gradually increased until

the maximum transformation yield was achieved.

A.2. Chemicals Source

Propane (10% in nitrogen) and butane (10.2% in nitrogen) were purchased from Aldrich

Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). 1,1,1-TCA (99.9%) was purchased from EM Science

(Cherry Hill, NJ).
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Appendix B

Analytical Methods and Standard Curve Preparation
For Butane and Propane

B.1 Analytical Methods for Butane and Propane

Butane and propane were measured by injecting 100 ml of head space air into a

Hewlett Packard 5890 gas chromatography equipped with a flame ionization detector

coupled with a capillary column. Hewlett Packard 3393 integrater was connected to the

gas chromatograph. The peak area was compared with a standard curve prepared with

external standards to determine the gaseous concentration.

B.2 Standard Curve Preparation for Butane and Propane

Autoclaved amber serum bottles (125 ml) were filled with 65 ml DI water and

crimped sealed. A known volume of 10% butane or propane in nitrogen gas was added to

the partly evacuated bottles. The pressure was then equilibrated to atmospheric pressure.

The bottles were shaken for 20-30 minutes to equilibrate gas and liquid phases. The

concentration in gas phase was calculated by mass balances, using Henry's Coefficients.

The samples were taken with 100 p.1 gas tight syringe (Hamilton 1701N ). Various

volumes of headspace gas was taken from microcosms and diluted with air to 100 pi and

injected into GC to achieve different concentrations. Figure 25 and 26 showed

chromatograms of various concentrations of butane and propane. Figure 23 and 24 show
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standard curves of butane and propane that were generated by plotting peak areas versus

concentrations.

* RUN 4 1168 NOV 23, 1997 15:06=50 * RUN t 1162 NOV 23. 1997 15:19:18
START START

IF

4.190
1

1.673
1.395

22.689 2.48

3.691 :3.992
3.423

4
4.695

.446

5.695
5.515

STOP

Clelins signal file NISICNAL .BAC

RUM 1168 NOV 230 1997 15:96:56

SIGNAL FILE: 11:SIGNAL.88C
AREAS:

RT AREA. TYPE MIRTH AREA%
.959 1364 PO .843 .06831
1.673 1225171 PB .687 7.46443
2.609 2263712 BB .993 13.79179
3.B15 198 PB .883 .09121
3.691 3488808 PB .685 28.71962
4.695 4281821 PB .685 26.08723
5.695 5248397 PB .88? 31.92742

TOTAL AREA =1.6413E+07
*1 FACTOR=1.8006E+88

STOP

sa/nal file M:SIGHAL .BNC

ROM 1162 NOV 23, 1997 15:19:15

SIGNAL FILE: 14:SIGNAL.BNC
AREA%

RT AREA TYPE MIOTH ARENZ
1.395 1547587 PB .861 7.35859
2.482 2974373 PB .060 14.14278
3.423 4126384 BB .859 19.62046
4.448 5575616 BB .076 26.51134
5.515 6067688 PB .945 32.36686.

TOTAL AREA=2.1831E462
NUL FACTOR=1.8866E+88

Figure 23GC Chromatograms for Butane Figure 24 GC Chromatograms for
Propane
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Appendix C

Analytical Methods and Standard Curve Preparation
For 1,1,1-TCA

C.1 Analytical Method for 1,1,1-TCA

1,1,1-TCA was measured by injecting 100 ml of head space air into a Hewlett

Packard 5890 gas chromatography equipped with a 63Ni electron capture detector coupled

with a capillary column. Hewlett Packard 3393 integrater was connected to the gas

chromatograph. The peak area was compared with a standard curve prepared with

external standards to determine the gaseous concentration.

C.2 Standard Curve Preparation for 1,1,1-TCA

A calibration curve for 1,1,1-TCA was prepared in a 125 amber serum bottle

filled with 65 ml of DI water. The stock solution of water saturated with 1,1,1-TCA was

injected into the bottles. The bottle was shaken for 20 to 30 min to allow equilibration.

The gaseous concentration of 1,1,1-TCA was calculated by a mass balance using Henry's

Coefficient. Various volumes of gas samples were taken from the bottle, diluted to 100

ill and injected into the gas chromatography to obtain peak areas for each concentration

(Figure 28). The peak areas were plotted versus concentration to acquire a standard curve

(Figure 27).
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* LOO KETN SEMICAMY e

* RUN t 1163 NOY 23. 1997 E5:30127
START

21.021

gar

.069
1.229

.A7
5.280

6.S25

7.33?

8.316

STOP

Closing signal site N:S/GNAL ARC

RUN* 1163 NOY 23. 1997 15:39:27

SIGNAL FILE: 14:SIGRALANC
AREA%

RT AREA TYPE 611018 AREA%
1.772 17843 PS .843 .41977
2.825 158/9 PO .844 .39118
3.869 14352 BB .045 ,35349
4.224 264856 P8 .853 6.52346
4.285 12774 88 .845 .31462
5.288 casette 88 .055 14.92295
5.847 11777 Pe .847 .29 087
6.322 832983 P8 .055 28.51458
7.337 11348742 P8 .855 25.63370
0.380 1242049 ft .855 38.63626

TOTAL AREA=48641054
AIL FACTOR=1.8088Ef88

Figure 28 GC Chromatograms for TCA
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Appendix D

Experimental Protocol for Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

1. DNA Extraction

Chemicals:

MgC12 2mM (0.406g/L) and NaH2PO4 50 mM (6 g/L) solution, adjust pH to 7.8

(using NaOH)

STET Buffer (Lysis)

8% sucrose (w/v) 8 g. per 100 ml

5% Triton X-100 5 ml per 100 ml

50 mM EDTA 10 ml of 0.5 M stock solution per 100 ml

50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.0 5 ml of 1 M stock solution per 100 ml

(adjust pH with HC1)

Saturated phenol

CHC13

KCOOCH3, 3M (294.3 g/1)

Ethanol 96%

Proteinase K 20 lig/121

1.1 Take 500 Ill liquid sample from a well shaken microcosm

1.2 Centrifuge at 14x103 rpm for 5 min

1.3 Discard supernatant
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1.4 Resuspend in 100 p.1 of 2 mM MgC12 , 50 mM NaH2PO4 solution

1.5 Add 5 Al proteinase K 20 pg/i.t1 (always keep stock solution frozen)

1.6 Add 100 ill STET Buffer (Lysis), mix well, vortex, briefly

1.7 Let samples to stand 15 min. at 37°C

1.8 Add 100 gl saturated phenol and mix vigorously for 30 sec.

1.9 Add 100 p.1 CHC13 and mix vigorously for 30 sec.

1.10 Centrifuge at 14x103 rpm for 10 min

1.11 Transfer aqueous phase to clean tube.

1.12 Add 1/10 (of the total volume) of 3M KCOOCH3

1.13 Add 2.5 volume of ethanol 96%

1.14 Put in ice for at least 30 min.

1.15 Spin at 4°C or room temperature for 10 min.

1.16 Discard supernatant, save pellet

1.17 Air dry for a while

1.18 Dissolve in 20 ill H2O

2. Purification in a agrose gel

Chemicals: agrose

1X TAE buffer ( 0.04 M Tris-acetate and 0.001 M EDTA)

loading buffer ( 1:1 water:glycerol, Bromophenol 0.01% and tris-C1)

1% Ethidium bromide solution

2.1 Prepare 50 ml of 0.75% agrose gel, pour into a tray, let sit until harden



(0.75 g of agrose in 100 ml 1X TAE buffer)

2.2 Add 41.11 loading buffer in samples

2.3 Mix well using pipeter tip

2.4 Add samples to wells

2.5 Electrophoresis at 90 V about 45 min

2.6 Stain in EthBr (Ethidium bromide) 1% for 5 min. then rinse with water

2.7 Cut DNA agrose plugs under UV lamp

2.8 Brake plugs in 100 gL water

2.9 Let sit at least overnight

3. PCR and agrose gel separation

Chemicals: 10X PCR Buffer II

dNTPS ( 10 mM each of dATP, dGTP, dCTP and dTTP

25 mM MgC12 solution

Primer

AmpliTaq® DNA Polymerase

Stopping Solution

Ethidium bromide (EtBr) solution (1mg/m1)

3.1 Prepare PCR solution mixture (for 6 samples)

- 10X

- dNTPS

- Mg

15 gL

4µL

15 1AL

88
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- primer 1µL

- Distilled water 92 III,

- TAQO. 75 ptI,

3.2 Disburse to 6 tubes (for 6 samples) 21 I.LI, each.

3.3 Dilute 1 pi DNA fragments from step 2 in water to 10 1.1.1. Add 1 ill of diluted

DNA to PCR mixture

3.4 Put tubes in thermocycler

Cycle 1: (repeat 10 times) heating to 95° C for 45 sec, cool down to 45°C for 45

sec and heat up to 72°C for 60 sec.

Cycle 2: (repeat 20 times) heat to 92°C for 45 sec, cool down to 45°C for 45 sec

and heat up to 72°C for 90 sec.

3.5 Prepare 1% agrose gel

3.6 Drop 20., of loading buffer on parafin film for each samples

3.7 Add 10p,I, of samples to loading buffer drops, mix well

3.8 Add samples wells

3.9 Electrophoresis at 80-120 V for about 45 min

3.10 Dye in EtBr for about 5 minutes

3.11 Inspect under UV lamp

4. Polyacrylamide gel separation

4.1. Assemble mold.

put gel bond on glass piece with hydrophillic side facing up.
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put 2 plastic piece on both sides

cover with cover piece

seal bottom with 0.5% agrose

4.2 Prepare 10 ml gel

4.2 g urea

4.25 ml water

ml of 5X TBE buffer stock (Tris-borate, 0.045 M Tris-borate, 0.001 M

EDTA)

3.75 ml of 32:1 acrylamide/acrylaid 33% stock solution

121 TEMED

40 ill 10% APS (ammonium per sulfate) solution

Dissolve urea in water. Then add TBE and acrylamide/acrylaid. Mix well under

vacuum. Add TEMED and APS simultaneously.

4.3. Pour gel into the mold immediately. Put well mold on top to create wells. Let

stand for '/2 to 1 hour to polymerize.

4.4. Add 4111 of loading solution into DNA left from step 3

4.5. Put in heat block (70-80 °C) for 10 min, then spin briefly.

4.6. Set up gel, use TBE buffer 5X dilute 10 times

4.7. Add 10 ill of samples into wells

4.8. Run gel around 8 mA for about 1 hr or until the loading buffer move toward the

end of gel

4.9. Silver staining
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4.9.1 Prepare silver nitrite solution and developing solution

Fixer and stop solution: 7.5 % acetic acid

Silver impregnating solution: lg/L silver nitrate and 1.5 mL/L

formaldehyde

Developer solution: 30 g/L sodium carbonate, 3 mL/L formaldehyde

and 2 mg/L sodium thiosulfate

4.9.2 Fix gel by soaking in 7.5% acid (HCOOCH3)

4.9.3 Wash with distilled water, 3 times, 2 min each

4.9.4 Impregnated with silver impregnating solution for 20 min at 8-12 °C

4.9.5 Quickly rinse with water

4.9.6 Develop in developing solution about 4 min or until optimal image contrast

4.9.7 Stop development in 7.5% acetic acid

4.9.8 Wash with water

4.9.9 Let dry at room temperature




